


The NexLight Solution

Whether it’s custom residential 

lighting or scalable office solutions, 

NexLight provides low-voltage lighting 

systems for every need.  Offices, 

schools, industrial facilities, sports 

arenas.  You name it, we light it with 

maximum ease, flexibility, and 

cost-effectiveness.







  NEXLIGHT IS SIMPLE. RELIABLE. FLEXIBLE.

NexLight has been implementing design built lighting control systems 
tailored to meet specific needs of large and complex commercial and 

industrial facilities for more than 25 years.

Our worldwide reputation for 100% reliability controlling high inrush 
loads in critical environments is one that no other controls manufacturer 

can match. Years after initial installation, when new technologies are 
available, modifying and upgrading the system is simple and fast and 

all with the lowest installed cost.    



NEXLIGHT IS VALUE.

    A leader in energy reduction, NexLight Control systems save an 
   average of 30-60% in building electrical energy costs.  Used frequently 

   in LEED building projects, energy savings begin the day of system   
   activation and continue for the life of the building.  

   Schools, university campuses, hospitals, federal buildings, airports,  
   warehouses, office parks, correctional & manufacturing facilities are all  

   ideal applications for our system, improving living and working 
   environments for building occupants.



   NEXLIGHT IS DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR BUILDING.

   Unlike other lighting control manufacturers, NexLight control systems 
   are designed to fit the specific requirements of each building project.  
   Our difference is delivering reliable systems that meet today’s higher  

   energy standards while providing the flexibility to grow with future 
   facility needs.

  
   With thousands of installations around the U.S.A. and abroad, 
NexLight continues to lead in design built solutions for buildings 

requiring the highest level of reliability, even in the harshest conditions.











360° Support: Every NexLight 
system includes the lifetime 

360° support program, ensuring 
a fully operational control 
system for the life of the 

building. The quality of NexLight 
commercial and industrial 

systems are unmatched in the 
industry, it provides us the 
confidence to back all our 

systems with lifetime service 
and support.  Its no wonder why 

NexLight is number one for 
customer service.

LIGHTNEX



THE 2-WIRE SYSTEM









NEXLIGHT



SWITCHES & SENSORS



Wireless Control Is Here
How it works:

Each light fixture or zone is outfitted with
a ZigBee Dimming Transceiver which pro-
vides 0-10V dimming and ON/OFF control

to the fixture or zone. The device sends 
and receives communication to the LCD

touch Switch and/or ZigBee Gateway Units
allowing for control of ZigBee devices in 
either a stand-alone or 2-Wire system

architecture.

WIRELESS DIMMING & CONTROL



WIRELESS DIMMING & CONTROL



AIRPORTS OFFICE COMPLEX

NEXLIGHT



UNIVERSITIES/SCHOOLS HOSPITALITY

LIGHTNEX



SPORTS COMPLEXES PARKING LOTS/RAMPS

NEXLIGHT



CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES WAREHOUSE/INDUSTRIAL

NEXLIGHT






